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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a multiphase
synchronous electrical machine for converting kinetic en-
ergy into electrical energy and electrical energy into ki-
netic energy on board a transport vehicle.
[0002] In particular, the present invention relates to a
three-phase synchronous electrical machine, which
comprises: a rotor with permanent magnets extending
along an axis, and a stator provided with a stator pack
having slots and with an electrical winding, which extends
in part in the slots and in part in a position corresponding
to two heads arranged on opposite sides of the stator
pack and comprises bars housed in the slots and con-
nected to one another in a position corresponding to the
heads. Such a type of electrical machines is described
in documents EP1168574, DE4234175 and
US2004189127. The use of electrical machines of the
type identified above finds increasingly widespread ap-
plication in transport vehicles, in particular, in transport
vehicles equipped with an internal-combustion engine
and in which the electrical machines have the function
of generating electrical energy during braking of the
transport vehicle and of converting the electrical energy
into motive force in given operating conditions. These
transport vehicles are generally defined as hybrid vehi-
cles or hybrid-propulsion vehicles.
[0003] The process of conversion of kinetic energy into
electrical energy and of electrical energy into kinetic en-
ergy requires installation on board the motor vehicle of
an additional system known as KERS (Kinetic Energy
Recovery System), which comprises, in addition to the
electrical machine of a reversible type, a unit for accu-
mulation of the electrical energy, and a control unit con-
nected to the electrical machine and to the accumulation
unit.
[0004] The additional system, albeit providing encour-
aging results from the standpoint of the reduction of con-
sumption and pollutants, in effect, increases the weight
and the overall dimensions of the transport vehicle, and
in many cases the application of said type of additional
system is still limited.
[0005] An aim of the present invention is to provide a
multiphase synchronous electrical machine for convert-
ing kinetic energy into electrical energy or ectrical energy
into kinetic energy on board a transport vehicle that will
be free from the drawbacks of the known art.
[0006] Furthermore, an aim of the present invention is
to provide a multiphase synchronous electrical machine
for converting kinetic energy into electrical energy or
electrical energy into kinetic energy on board a transport
vehicle that will be very resistant to stresses and at the
same time capable of providing high levels of perform-
ance.
[0007] In accordance with the above purposes, a mul-
tiphase synchronous electrical machine is provided ac-
cording to claim 1.
[0008] In this way, the electrical winding is very com-

pact and has connection plates of considerable dimen-
sions and is able to exploit in an optimal way the space
available in a position corresponding to the heads, thus
minimizing the total volume.
[0009] Further characteristics and advantages of the
present invention will emerge clearly from the ensuing
description of a non-limiting example of embodiment
thereof, with reference to the figures of the annexed draw-
ings, wherein:

- Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view, with parts
removed for reasons of clarity, of an electrical ma-
chine built in accordance with the present invention;

- Figure 2 is a view in front elevation at an enlarged
scale, with parts removed for reasons of clarity, of a
detail of the electrical machine of Figure 1;

- Figure 3 is a perspective view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity and at an enlarged scale, of a
component of the electrical machine of Figure 1;

- Figure 4 is a perspective view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity, of a component of the electrical
machine of Figure 1;

- Figure 5 is a perspective view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity and at an enlarged scale, of a
further component of the electrical machine of Figure
1;

- Figure 6 is a perspective view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity, of a detail of the electrical ma-
chine of Figure 1;

- Figure 7 is a perspective view, at an enlarged scale
and with parts removed for reasons of clarity, of a
further detail of the electrical machine of Figure 1;
and

- Figure 8 is a perspective view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity, of a further detail of the elec-
trical machine of the Figure 1.

[0010] In Figure 1, designated as a whole by the ref-
erence number 1 is a multiphase synchronous electrical
machine for converting kinetic energy into electrical en-
ergy and electrical energy into kinetic energy on board a
transport vehicle (not illustrated in the attached figures).
[0011] In particular, the electrical machine 1 is a very
compact reversible three-phase synchronous electrical
machine capable of supplying a high power with respect
to the weight of the electrical machine 1 itself. The elec-
trical machine 1 has a substantially cylindrical shape, ex-
tends along an axis A, and is characterized in that it has
an overall length greater than the diameter, in particular
a length equal to approximately twice the diameter.
[0012] The electrical machine 1 comprises a support-
ing casing 3, a rotor 4 extending along the axis A, and a
stator 5 set around the rotor 4.
[0013] The supporting casing 3 comprises two half-
shells 6 and 7, fitted axially inside one another. The half-
shells 6 and 7 have a substantially cylindrical shape and
are assembled together around the rotor 4 and the stator
5. The half-shell 6 comprises an end flange 8, set per-
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pendicular to the axis A, and a cylindrical wall 9 set par-
allel to the axis A. The flange 8 has a central hole for
housing a bearing 10 for supporting the rotor 4, whilst
the wall 9 has an internal shoulder 11, designed to be
set bearing upon the stator 5, and an external helical
groove 12.
[0014] The half-shell 7 comprises an end flange 13 set
perpendicular to the axis A, and a cylindrical wall 14 set
parallel to the axis A. The flange 13 has a central hole
for housing a bearing 15 for supporting the rotor 4, whilst
the wall 14 has an internal shoulder 16, designed to be
set bearing upon the stator 5.
[0015] The wall 14 partially overlaps the wall 9 in a
position corresponding to the external helical groove 12
so as to form a helical cooling chamber 17, and has a
supply mouth 18 and an outlet mouth 19 designed to be
connected, respectively, to a pipe for supply and a pipe
for evacuation of coolant (not illustrated in the attached
figures), in particular, a liquid coolant, which is conveyed
along the helical cooling chamber 17 for cooling the stator
5.
[0016] The rotor 4 comprises a shaft 20, which is sup-
ported by the bearings 10 and 15 and comprises a central
portion, along which four plane faces 21 are provided,
and a plurality of permanent magnets 22, which are ar-
ranged in a number of rows along the plane faces 21
equal to the number of poles of the electrical machine.
In the case in point, illustrated in Figure 1, the permanent
magnets 22 are arranged in four rows of five permanent
magnets 22 each. The use of a number of permanent
magnets for each pole (row) is indicated for limiting the
losses due to parasitic currents in the magnets them-
selves.
[0017] Each permanent magnet 22 is preferably made
of samarium-cobalt and is glued to a respective plane
face 21. The rotor 4 comprises a tube 23 made of carbon
fibre set around the permanent magnets 22 to prevent
possible detachment of the permanent magnets 22 from
the shaft 20. According to an alternative embodiment (not
illustrated in the attached figures), the tube 23 made of
carbon fibre is omitted, and the rotor 4 comprises a Zy-
lon® wire wound in a helix around the permanent mag-
nets 22 so as to prevent detachment thereof.
[0018] The shaft 20 has one end set outside the sup-
porting casing 3 and having a shank 24 for attachment
to a gear or pulley (not illustrated in the attached figures).
The rotor 4, in particular its active part defined by the
permanent magnets 22, has a diameter sensibly smaller
than the length of the rotor 4, in particular, smaller than
the length of its active part so as to limit the centrifugal
forces and guarantee low inertia to rotation and greater
reactivity to the change of r.p.m.
[0019] The stator 5 comprises a stator pack 25 and an
electrical winding 26. The stator pack 25 is formed by a
pack of laminations set perpendicular to the axis A and
has axial slots 27, i.e., ones set parallel to the axis A and
facing the axis A. The electrical winding 26 comprises a
first portion that extends within the slots 27 and a second

portion that extends on the outside of the slots 27 and,
in the case in point, is defined by two heads 28 and 29
set up against the opposite ends of the stator pack 25.
[0020] With reference to Figure 2, the electrical winding
26 comprises conductive bars 30, 31, 32, 33, which are
arranged in part in the slots 27 and in part in a position
corresponding to the heads 28 and 29, in which the bars
30, 31, 32, 33 are connected to one another so as to
define a given electrical scheme of the winding 26.
[0021] In the case in point, Figure 2 illustrates a set
formed by four bars 30, 31, 32, and 33 housed within a
single slot 27. Basically, each slot 27 is occupied by a
set of four bars 30, 31, 32, 33.
[0022] Wound around each of the bars 30, 31, 32, and
33 is an insulating tape, and each bar is further insulated
from the stator pack 25 and from the other bars 30, 31,
32, 33 by a resin impregnated in the stator pack 25. Im-
pregnation with the resin is performed once the entire
electrical winding 26 has been completed and assembled
on the stator pack 25. In Figure 2, the resin and the in-
sulating tape are designated as a whole by the reference
number 34.
[0023] With reference to Figure 1, the stator pack 25
is set bearing upon the shoulders 11 and 16, respectively,
of the half-shells 6 and 7 and is gripped between the half-
shells 6, 7, which are assembled by means of tie-rods
35 set parallel to the axis A.
[0024] With reference to Figure 3, the stator pack 25
has a substantially cylindrical shape, an outer surface 36
with grooves 37 set at intervals apart for housing the tie-
rods 35, and an inner surface 38 interrupted by the twelve
slots 27. It is understood that the number of slots 27 is a
design parameter and, all the other characteristics being
equal, the number of slots 27 can be chosen generally
from any multiple of three.
[0025] Each slot 27 is delimited by two opposite, plane,
side faces 39, converging towards the axis A, a bottom
face 40 radiused to the side faces 39, and an opening
41 towards the axis A and towards which the side faces
39 are radiused. Two adjacent slots 27 are separated
from one another by a diaphragm 42 that expands in a
position corresponding to the opening 41 in a so-called
polar expansion 43.
[0026] The stator pack 25 has two end faces 44 (just
one of which is illustrated in Figure 3) and, along said
faces 44 and in a position corresponding to some slots
27, undercuts 45 defining respective seats, which are
designed to enable insertion of respective tabs of insu-
lating material for insulating the bars 30 after welding
thereof in a position corresponding to the heads 28 and
29 (Figure 1).
[0027] With reference to Figure 2, each slot 27 has a
cross section substantially shaped like an isosceles tra-
pezium, in which the bottom face 40, even though slightly
arched, represents the major base, the opening 41 ba-
sically defines the minor base, and the side faces 39 de-
fine the inclined sides of the isosceles trapezium.
[0028] The bars 30, 31, 32, and 33 of one and the same
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set of bars set in a slot 27 have respective cross sections
having a shape and dimensions different from one an-
other.
[0029] In greater detail, the bar 30 has a face 30A fac-
ing the bottom face 40, a face 30B, and two inclined faces
30C. The bar 30 is characterized by having a flattened
shape: the height of the bar 30 measured in a radial di-
rection, i.e., the height of the cross section of the bar 30,
is sensibly smaller than the width of the face 30A and
even less than half of the width of the face 30A.
[0030] The bar 31 has a face 31A facing the face 30B,
a face 31B, and two inclined faces 31C. The bar 31 has
a sturdier appearance as compared to the bar 30 and
has a height greater than that of the bar 30.
[0031] The bar 32 has a face 32A facing the face 31B,
a face 32B, and two inclined faces 32C. The bar 32 has
a sturdier appearance as compared to the bar 31 and
has a height (measured in a radial direction) greater than
the height of the bar 31.
[0032] The bar 33 has a face 33A facing the face 32B,
a face 33B facing the opening 41, and two inclined faces
33C. The bar 33 has a particularly elongated appear-
ance: the height in a radial direction is greater than half
the width of the face 33A and greater than the height of
the bar 32.
[0033] In general, the bars 30, 31, 32, and 33 have an
increasing height starting from the bottom face 40 to-
wards the opening 41, and at the same time have an
average width that decreases starting from the bottom
face 40 towards the opening 41.
[0034] The sizing of the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 of each
set substantially enables the inclined faces 30C, 31C,
32C and 33C to be kept aligned and a cross section of
the same shape and substantially complementary to the
cross section of the slot 27 to be thus defined for each
set of bars 30, 31, 32, and 33.
[0035] In particular, the inclined faces 30C, 31C, 32C,
33C of each bar 30, 31, 32, 33 are set facing and parallel
to a respective side face 39 of the slot 27.
[0036] Furthermore, the face 30A is set parallel to the
bottom face 40, whilst the faces 31A, 32A, 33A, and the
faces 30B, 31B, 32B, 33B, of each bar 30, 31, 32, 33,
are set parallel to one another.
[0037] The only difference between the cross section
of the set of bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 and the cross section
of the slot 27 is determined by the inevitable presence
of the insulating material 34, which must be set between
the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 and the inclined faces and the
bottom face 40 of the slot 27, and in any case the gap
occupied by the insulating material is of the order of
tenths of a millimetre, the representation in Figure 2 being
at a very enlarged scale.
[0038] The shape of the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 and
their arrangement in the slot 27 enable a filling of the slot
27 that is better than that of the known art, with values
of up to ninety-five per cent, which guarantees a very
high efficiency of the electrical machine 1.
[0039] At the same time, the progressive increase of

the height of the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 and the reduction
of the average width thereof in a radial direction towards
the axis A guarantees an efficient heat exchange also
for the innermost bars 32 and 33 and consequently in-
creases the efficiency and performance of the electrical
machine 1. To enable a clearer understanding of this
statement, it should be recalled that the cooling chamber
17 delimited by the half-shells 6 and 7 is basically in con-
tact with the stator pack 25 along the outer surface 36
thereof. Consequently, the stator pack 25 has an increas-
ing thermal gradient starting from the outer surface 36
towards the inner surface 38. It follows that the bars 32
and 33 closer to the inner surface 38 are at a disadvan-
tage as regards the thermal jump, which is a fundamental
parameter that regulates heat exchange. For this reason,
the progressive increase of the height and the reduction
of the average width of the bars 30, 31, 32, 33 enables
faces 30C, 31C, 32C, 33C to be defined that progres-
sively increase towards the thermally unfavoured areas
of the stator pack 25, and a satisfactory heat exchange
to be provided also in those areas.
[0040] With reference to Figure 4, for reasons of great-
er clarity the electrical winding 26 is illustrated only in
part and with reference to just one of the three phases
that characterize said electrical winding 26.
[0041] As illustrated in Figure 4, the bars 30, 31, 32,
and 33 of one and the same phase are connected to one
another in a position corresponding to the two heads 28
and 29 to define a given electrical arrangement of one
of the three phases of the electrical machine 1. For each
phase, the head 29 comprises eight connection plates
46, 47, 48 and 49, each of which is connected to two of
the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33.
[0042] The head 28 comprises: an annular connection
plate 50, which is common to all three phases and is
designed to be connected to three bars 30 (just one of
which is illustrated in Figure 4) of three different phases
and defines the star centre of the electrical machine 1;
four connection plates 46, 47, 49 and 50, each of which
is connected to two of the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33; and
three connection plates 51, 52, 53, each of which is con-
nected to two of the bars 30, 31, 32, 33.
[0043] In the case in point, each connection plate 46
is connected to two bars 30 of the same phase; each
connection plate 47 is connected to two bars 31 of the
same phase; each connection plate 48 is connected to
two bars 32 of the same phase; and each connection
plate 49 is connected to two bars 33 of the same phase.
[0044] The connection plate 51 is connected to a bar
30 and to a bar 31 of the same phase; the connection
plate 52 is connected to a bar 31 and to a bar 32 of the
same phase; and the connection plate 53 is connected
to a bar 32 and to a bar 33 of the same phase.
[0045] A bar 33 extends axially beyond the connection
plate 52 and is connected to a terminal of the electrical
machine 1 (not illustrated in the attached figures).
[0046] With reference to Figure 5, the stator pack 25
is provided with the electrical winding 26.
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[0047] In the case in point, the head 29 is formed by
the connection plates 46, 47, 48 and 49, packed with
respect to one another and against the face 44 (Figure
3) of the stator pack 25, and the head 28 is formed by
the connection plates 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 and
by the annular connection plate 50, packed with respect
to one another and to the face 44 (Figure 3) of the stator
pack 25.
[0048] All the connection plates 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52
and 53 share the common characteristic of having a
shape like the arc of a circle, an external profile having
a radius equal to the external radius of the stator pack
25, and have grooves 54 that are identical, as regards
cross section and angular position about the axis A, to
the grooves 37 of the stator pack 25 so as to define the
prolongation of the grooves 27 and house the tie-rods 35
(Figure 1).
[0049] Furthermore, all the connection plates 46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 share the common characteristic
of extending about the axis A through approximately 120°
so that three of the connection plates 46, 47, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53 lying in the same plane transverse to the axis A
and arranged about the axis A substantially define a ring.
[0050] In effect, the head 29 comprises, in succession,
starting from the stator pack 25, two rings 55, each of
which is formed by three connection plates 46, two rings
56, each of which is formed by three connection plates
47, two rings 57, each of which is formed by three con-
nection plates 48, and two rings 58, each of which is
formed by three connection plates 49.
[0051] Likewise, the head 28 comprises, in succes-
sion, starting from the stator pack 25, the annular con-
nection plate 50, one ring 55 formed by three connection
plates 46, one ring 59 formed by three connection plates
51, one ring 56 formed by three connection plates 47,
one ring 60 formed by three connection plates 52, one
ring 57 formed by three connection plates 48, one ring
61 formed by three connection plates 52, and one ring
58 formed by three connection plates 49.
[0052] In this way, the connection plates 46, 47, 48,
49, 50, 51, 52, 53 are packed to the stator pack 25 and
to one another and are shaped so as to define the pro-
longation of the outer face 36 of the stator pack 25.
[0053] As described previously, the angular extension
of the connection plates 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 is
slightly less than 120° so that the connection plates 46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53 lying in the same plane to define
the rings 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60 and 61 are spaced apart
by the respective adjacent connection plates 46, 47, 48,
49, 51, 52 and 53 in a circumferential direction to form
gaps that are then filled with resin in the step of impreg-
nation described previously.
[0054] With reference to Figure 4, the annular connec-
tion plate 50 is separated from the stator pack 25 by an
insulating sheet 62. Likewise, each ring 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60 and 61 is separated from an adjacent ring 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60 and 61 by an insulating sheet (not illustrated
in the attached figures) and has characteristics similar to

those illustrated with reference to the sheet 62.
[0055] In greater detail and with reference to Figure 6,
each sheet 62 has the shape of a ring and comprises
openings 63 uniformly distributed along the sheet 62, in
the case in point, twelve openings 63, and six notches
64, which are arranged along the outer profile. Each
notch 64 is aligned to a groove 37 (Figure 5) and to a
groove 54. Each opening 63 is sized so as to enable
passage of a set of bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 or, as in the
case of the sheet 62 of Figure 5, of a single bar 33. Clearly,
the opening 63 can assume shapes and dimensions dif-
ferent for each insulating sheet 62 according to the
number and the type of bars 30, 31, 32, 33 that pass
through the opening 63. Also the number of openings
can vary from a maximum of twelve (Figure 6) to a min-
imum of three (Figure 5).
[0056] With reference to the sheet 62 of Figure 6, six
of the twelve openings 63 have a cross section that is
larger at the outer edge of the opening 63 and corre-
sponds to the end cross section of the slots 27 provided
with the undercut 45 (Figure 3). Each of the six openings
63 with oversized section is provided with a tab 65, set
parallel to the axis A and in a position corresponding to
the outer edge of the opening 63, and is designed to
engage the undercut 45 of Figure 3 in particular the bot-
tom face of the undercut.
[0057] With reference to Figure 7, a connection plate
46 is welded to two bars 30. The connection plate com-
prises a main arched body 74 and a rectilinear arm 70
that extends from the main body 74 in a radial direction
towards the axis A from the centre of the main body 74.
The connection plate 46 has two plane faces 66 set par-
allel to one another, which define the thickness of the
plate 46 of the main body 74 and of the arm 70. The main
body 74 is delimited by a curved outer face 67, made
along which are two grooves 54, and an inner face 68,
made along which are two seats 69.
[0058] The arm 70 extends radially between the two
seats 69 and two end faces 71 as far as the inner surface
38 of the stator pack 25.
[0059] The seats 69 face the axis A and are designed
to house two respective bars 30. The plate 46 in contact
with one of the bars 30 at a respective seat along a part
of the face 30A and parts of the two inclined faces 30C.
The bar 30 is welded to the connection plate 46 in a po-
sition corresponding to the seat 69 with an electrical-re-
sistance welding technique. Consequently, a portion of
the face 30A and of the inclined faces 30C is welded to
the connection plate 46 along the entire extension of the
seat 69 by localized melting of the material defining the
connection plate 46 and the bar 30.
[0060] According to one variant, the welding technique
envisages the application of molten material, in particular
of a silver alloy.
[0061] The connection plate 46 has a constant thick-
ness equal to the distance between the side faces 66
and an irregular radial height. In fact, the main body 74
of the plate 46 has a variable average height in a radial
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direction, it being maximum in the proximity of the seats
69 and minimum at the side of the arm 70. In effect, the
connection plate 46 has two compartments 72 arranged
on opposite sides of the arm 70 and designed to enable
passage of two bars 30 without any contact with the con-
nection plate 46 and designed to be welded to respective
connection plates 46 or 51. Furthermore, the inner face
68 in a position corresponding to said compartments 72
is designed to be set in contact with two respective tabs
65 of a sheet 62.
[0062] In addition, the bar 30 has an end face 73, which
is set flush with one of the side faces 66. In general, each
of the bars 30, 31, 32, 33 has a length such as to be set
flush with a respective face 66 of a connection plate 46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53.
[0063] The structural characteristics defining the con-
nection plate 46 are substantially valid also for the con-
nection plates 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53, with some var-
iations of a dimensional nature.
[0064] For instance, the connection plates 47 have an
average radial height greater than the height of the con-
nection plates 46 (with reference to the respective main
bodies) because, keeping the same dimension of the ex-
ternal face 67, they are designed to connect two bars 31
arranged radially towards the inside with respect to the
bars 30, and must enable passage of the bars 31, 32,
and 33. The connection plates 47 are thinner, in an axial
direction, than the connection plates 46 in such a way as
to compensate for the greater extension in a radial direc-
tion of the connection plates 47 with respect to the con-
nection plates 46 and so that the mass of conductive
material of the connection plates 46 and 47 will be the
same. The same criterion is applied to all the connection
plates 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52 and 53: the connection plates
48 have an average radial height greater than the height
of the connection plates 47 and are hence axially thinner
than the connection plates 47. The same applies to the
connection plates 49, which have a greater average ra-
dial height and a smaller thickness than the connection
plates 48.
Similar sizes apply also to the connection plates 51, 52,
53, which, unlike the connection plates 46, 47, 48 and
49, present a slight asymmetry owing to the fact that said
connection plates 51, 52, 53 provide asymmetrical con-
nections, i.e., between the bars 30, 31, 32 and 33 that
occupy different positions in the slots 27. Consequently,
each connection plate 51, 52 and 53 will have a different
average radial height in a position corresponding to its
own seats 69.
In general, the thickness of the connection plates 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 decreases starting from the stator
pack 25 towards the outside, whilst the average radial
height of the connection plates 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52,
53 increases starting from the stator pack 25.
With reference to Figure 8, the annular star-centre con-
nection plate 50 is welded to three bars 30. The annular
connection plate 50 comprises a circumferential main
body 75 and a plurality of rectilinear arms 76 that extend

from the main body 75 in a radial direction towards the
axis A from the centre of the main body 75. The annular
connection plate 50 has two plane faces 77 set parallel
to one another, which define the thickness of the annular
connection plate 50 of the main body 75 and of the arm
76. The main body 75 is delimited by a curved outer face
78, made along which are a plurality of grooves 54, an
inner face 79, made along which are three seats 80 and
extending radially from which towards the axis A are the
arms 76.
[0065] The seats are set facing the axis A and are de-
signed to house three respective bars 30, which are weld-
ed to the annular connection plate according to the mo-
dalities described with reference to Figure 7.
[0066] The arms 76 are set side by side in twos.
The connection plate 46 has a constant thickness equal
to the distance between the side faces 77 and an irregular
radial height. In fact, the main body 75 of the annular
connection plate 50 has a variable average height in a
radial direction, it being maximum in the proximity of the
seats and minimum at the side of the arm 76.
Finally, it is evident that modifications and variations can
be made to the electrical machine described herein, with-
out thereby departing from the scope of the annexed
claims.
In particular, even though the present description regards
a stator with twelve slots, it is understood that the inven-
tion is applicable also to a stator with a greater number
of slots. The present invention proves particularly advan-
tageous owing to the fact that it exploits the space in a
position corresponding to the heads to the maximum,
thanks to the connection plates of large dimensions that
guarantee high levels of performance, but at the same
time enable reduction to a minimum of the overall dimen-
sions of the electrical machine.

Claims

1. A multiphase synchronous electrical machine (1) for
converting kinetic energy into electrical energy or
electrical energy into kinetic energy on board a trans-
port vehicle; the electrical machine (1) comprising a
rotor (4) extending along an axis (A), and a stator (5)
provided with a stator pack (25) having slots (27) and
with an electrical winding (26), which extends in part
in the slots (27) and in part at two heads (28, 29)
arranged on opposite sides of the stator pack (25),
and comprises bars (30, 31, 32, 33) housed in the
slots (27) and connected to one another at the heads
(28, 29); the electrical winding (26) comprising con-
nection plates, each of which comprises a main body
(74; 75) having at least two seats (69; 80) for housing
the bars (30, 31, 32, 33);
the electrical machine (1) being characterized in
that each connection plates (46, 47, 48, 49 51, 52,
53; 50) comprises at least one arm (70; 76) that is
set between the two seats (69; 80) and extends from
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the main body towards the axis (A).

2. The electrical machine according to Claim 1, char-
acterized in that the arm (70; 76) extends in a radial
direction from the main body towards the axis (A).

3. The machine according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, char-
acterized in that the stator pack (25) comprises an
outer face (36) and an inner face (38) facing the rotor
(4); the main body being aligned to the outer face
(36).

4. The machine according to Claim 3, characterized
in that the distal end of the arm (70; 76) is aligned
to the inner face (38).

5. The machine according to any one of Claims 1 to 4,
characterized in that each connection plate (46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50), has two parallel faces
(66; 77) set transverse to the axis (A) that extend in
a position corresponding to the arm (70; 76), the dis-
tance between the faces (66; 77) defining the thick-
ness of each connection plate (46, 47, 48, 49, 51,
52, 53; 50).

6. The electrical machine according to Claim 2, char-
acterized in that the thicknesses of the connection
plates (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) decrease pro-
gressively according to the axial position of the con-
nection plates (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) from
a maximum value starting from the stator pack (25)
to a minimum value in a position corresponding to a
free end of the head (28; 29).

7. The electrical machine according to Claim 2, char-
acterized in that each connection plate (46, 47, 48,
49, 51, 52, 53; 50) has an average height in a radial
direction that increases progressively according to
the axial position of the connection plates (46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) from a minimum value starting
from a position close to the stator pack (25) to a max-
imum value in a position corresponding to a free end
of the head (28; 29).

8. The machine according to any one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the main portion (74)
of each connection plate (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53)
is shaped like the arc of a circle.

9. The electrical machine according to Claim 5, char-
acterized in that it comprises an annular star-centre
connection plate (50), which is set about the axis (A),
is connected to three bars (30), and is packed to the
stator pack (25); said annular plate (50) comprising
a plurality of arms (76).

10. The electrical machine according to Claim 8 or Claim
9, characterized in that each of the rings (55, 56,

57, 58, 59, 60, 61) and the annular star-centre con-
nection plate (50) are separated from one another
and from the stator pack (25) by insulating sheets
(62), provided with openings (63) for the passage of
the bars (30, 31, 32, 33).

Patentansprüche

1. Mehrphasige elektrische Synchronmaschine (1) zur
Umwandlung kinetischer Energie in elektrische En-
ergie oder elektrischer Energie in kinetische Energie
an Bord eines Transportfahrzeugs; wobei die elek-
trische Maschine (1) einen sich entlang einer Achse
(A) erstreckenden Anker (4) und einen Stator (5) um-
fasst, der mit einem Statorpaket (25) mit Schlitzen
(27) und einer elektrischen Wicklung (26) versehen
ist, die sich zum Teil in die Schlitze (27) und zum
Teil an zwei Köpfen (28, 29) erstreckt, die an gegen-
überliegenden Seiten des Statorpakets (25) ange-
ordnet sind, und Stäbe (30, 31, 32, 33) aufweist, die
in den Schlitzen (27) untergebracht und an den Köp-
fen (28, 29) miteinander verbunden sind; wobei die
elektrische Synchronmaschine (1) Anschlussplatten
umfasst, die jeweils einen Hauptkörper (74, 75) mit
mindestens zwei Aufnahmen (69; 80) zur Unterbrin-
gung der Stäbe (30, 31, 32, 33) aufweisen;
wobei die elektrische Maschine (1) dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet ist, dass jede der Anschlussplatten
(46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) mindestens einen
Arm (70; 76) aufweist, der zwischen den zwei Auf-
nahmen (69; 80) angeordnet ist und sich vom Haupt-
körper zu der Achse (A) erstreckt.

2. Elektrische Maschine nach Anspruch 1, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass sich der Arm (70; 76) in einer
radialen Richtung vom Hauptkörper zur Achse (A)
erstreckt.

3. Maschine nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass das Statorpaket (25) eine Au-
ßenseite (36) und eine dem Anker (4) zugewandte
Innenseite (38) aufweist; wobei der Hauptkörper an
der Außenseite (36) ausgerichtet ist.

4. Maschine nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, dass das distale Ende des Arms (70; 76) an der
Innenseite (38) ausgerichtet ist.

5. Maschine nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass jede Anschlussplatte
(46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) zwei zu der Achse
(A) querverlaufend angeordnete parallele Seiten
(66; 77) aufweist, die sich in einer Position erstre-
cken, die dem Arm (70; 76) entspricht, wobei der
Abstand zwischen den Seiten (66; 77) die Dicke je-
der Anschlussplatte (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50)
bestimmt.
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6. Elektrische Maschine nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Dicken jeder Anschluss-
platte (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) entsprechend
der axialen Position der Anschlussplatten (46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) von einem Höchstwert, be-
ginnend vom Statorpaket (25), bis zu einem Mindest-
wert an einer einem freien Ende des Kopfes (28, 29)
entsprechenden Position schrittweise abnehmen.

7. Elektrische Maschine nach Anspruch 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass jede Anschlussplatte (46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) in einer radialen Richtung
eine Durchschnittshöhe aufweist, die entsprechend
der axialen Position der Anschlussplatten (46, 47,
48, 49, 51, 52, 53; 50) von einem Mindestwert, be-
ginnend an einer Position nahe dem Statorpaket
(25), bis zu einem Höchstwert an einer einem freien
Ende des Kopfes (28, 29) entsprechenden Position
schrittweise zunimmt.

8. Maschine nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Hauptab-
schnitt (74) jeder Anschlussplatte (46, 47, 48, 49,
51, 52, 53) wie der Bogen eines Kreises geformt ist.

9. Elektrische Maschine nach Anspruch 5, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Maschine eine im Stern-
zentrum angeordnete ringförmige Anschlussplatte
(50) aufweist, die um die Achse (A) angeordnet, mit
drei Stäben (30) verbunden und auf das Statorpaket
(25) gepackt ist; wobei die ringförmige Platte (50)
eine Vielzahl von Armen (76) umfasst.

10. Elektrische Maschine nach Anspruch 8 oder 9, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass jeder der Ringe (55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61) und die im Sternzentrum an-
geordnete ringförmige Anschlussplatte (50) durch
Isolierplatten (62), die mit Öffnungen (63) zur Durch-
führung der Stäbe (30, 31, 32, 33) versehen sind,
voneinander und von dem Statorpaket (25) getrennt
sind.

Revendications

1. Machine électrique synchrone polyphasée (1) pour
convertir de l’énergie cinétique en énergie électrique
ou de l’énergie électrique en énergie cinétique à bord
d’un véhicule de transport ; la machine électrique (1)
comprenant un rotor (4) s’étendant le long d’un axe
(A), et un stator (5) prévu avec un ensemble de stator
(25) ayant des fentes (27) et avec un enroulement
électrique (26), qui s’étend en partie dans les fentes
(27) et en partie au niveau de deux têtes (28, 29)
agencées sur les côtés opposés de l’ensemble de
stator (25), et comprend des barres (30, 31, 32, 33)
logées dans les fentes (27) et raccordées entre elles
au niveau des têtes (28, 29) ; l’enroulement électri-

que (26) comprenant des plaques de raccordement,
dont chacune comprend un corps principal (74 ; 75)
ayant au moins deux sièges (69 ; 80) pour loger les
barres (30, 31, 32, 33) ;
la machine électrique (1) étant caractérisée en ce
que chaque plaque de raccordement (46, 47, 48,
49, 51, 52, 53 ; 50) comprend au moins un bras (70 ;
76) qui est placé entre les deux sièges (69 ; 80) et
s’étend à partir du corps principal vers l’axe (A).

2. Machine électrique selon la revendication 1, carac-
térisée en ce que le bras (70 ; 76) s’étend dans une
direction radiale à partir du corps principal vers l’axe
(A).

3. Machine électrique selon la revendication 1 ou la
revendication 2, caractérisée en ce que l’ensemble
de stator (25) comprend une face externe (36) et une
face interne (38) faisant face au rotor (4) ; le corps
principal étant aligné avec la face externe (36).

4. Machine électrique selon la revendication 3, carac-
térisée en ce que l’extrémité distale du bras (70 ;
76) est alignée avec la face interne (38).

5. Machine électrique selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 4, caractérisée en ce que chaque
plaque de raccordement (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53 ;
50) a deux faces parallèles (66 ; 77) placées trans-
versalement par rapport à l’axe (A) qui s’étendent
dans une position correspondant au bras (70 ; 76),
la distance entre les faces (66 ; 77) définissant
l’épaisseur de chaque plaque de raccordement (46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53 ; 50).

6. Machine électrique selon la revendication 2, carac-
térisée en ce que les épaisseurs des plaques de
raccordement (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53 ; 50) dimi-
nuent progressivement en fonction de la position
axiale des plaques de raccordement (46, 47, 48, 49,
51, 52, 53 ; 50) depuis une valeur maximum à partir
de l’ensemble de stator (25) jusqu’à une valeur mi-
nimum dans une position correspondant à une ex-
trémité libre de la tête (28 ; 29).

7. Machine électrique selon la revendication 2, carac-
térisée en ce que chaque plaque de raccordement
(46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53 ; 50) a une hauteur moyen-
ne dans une direction radiale qui augmente progres-
sivement en fonction de la position axiale des pla-
ques de raccordement (46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53 ;
50) depuis une valeur minimum commençant à partir
d’une position proche de l’ensemble de stator (25)
jusqu’à une valeur maximum dans une position cor-
respondant à une extrémité libre de la tête (28 ; 29).

8. Machine selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, caractérisée en ce que la partie prin-
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cipale (74) de chaque plaque de raccordement (46,
47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53) est formée comme un arc de
cercle.

9. Machine électrique selon la revendication 5, carac-
térisée en ce qu’elle comprend une plaque annu-
laire de raccordement (50) de centre en étoile, qui
est placée autour de l’axe (A), est raccordée à trois
barres (30) et est emballée dans l’ensemble de stator
(25) ; ladite plaque annulaire (50) comprenant une
pluralité de bras (76).

10. Machine électrique selon la revendication 8 ou la
revendication 9, caractérisée en ce que chacune
des bagues (55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61) et la plaque
annulaire de raccordement (50) de centre en étoile
sont séparées l’une de l’autre et de l’ensemble de
stator (25) par des feuilles isolantes (62), prévues
avec des ouvertures (63) pour le passage des barres
(30, 31, 32, 33).
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